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A coherent algebra is F-primitive if each of its non-identity basis matrices is
primitive in the sense of Frobenius. We investigate the relationship between the
primitivity of a permutation group, the primitivity of its centralizer algebra, and
F-primitivity. The results obtained are applied to give new proofs of primitivity
criteria for the exponentiations of permutation groups and of coherent algebras.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A permutation group is primitive if it preserves no non-trivial equiva-
lence relations, while a coherent algebra (such as the centralizer algebra of
a permutation group) is primitive if it does not contain the matrix of such a
relation. We will show that these concepts of primitivity are (with one
minor class of exceptions) equivalent to the condition that each non-iden-
tity basis matrix is primitive in the sense of Frobenius [6], that some power
of the matrix has all its entries strictly positive. The exceptional case con-
cerns the regular action of a cyclic group of prime order, together with its
centralizer algebra: here the group and the algebra are both primitive,
whereas the basis matrices are not.
Using this, we obtain a simple proof of a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the primitivity of the exponentiation of a coherent algebra by a
permutation group. This result, recently obtained by Evdokimov and
Ponomarenko [4] by other methods, is a direct analog of the condition
given in [11] for the primitivity of an exponentiation of permutation
groups (see also [3, Lemma 2.7A]).
2. PRELIMINARIES
Permutation groups and coherent algebras. Let (G, W) be a transitive
finite permutation group, and let R1, ..., Rr be its 2-orbits (the orbits of
G on W2), with R1 the diagonal. Each Ri determines a directed graph
Ci=(W, Ri). Higman [9] and Sims [16] showed that (G, W) is primitive if
and only if Ci is strongly connected for each i \ 2, meaning that for every
pair of vertices a, b ¥ W there is a directed path in Ci from a to b.
The adjacency matrices Ai of the graphs Ci form a basis for the cen-
tralizer algebra V(G, W) (the set of matrices over some field K commuting
with the permutation matrices representing G). The properties of these
basis matrices are generalized as follows.
IfW is an algebra of n×n matrices over a field K, such that
(W1) as a vector space,W has a basis {A1, ..., Ar} of {0, 1}-matrices,
(W2) for each i ¥ {1, ..., r} there exists iŒ ¥ {1, ..., r} such that
ATi=AiŒ,
(W3) I ¥W,
(W4) ; ri=1 Ai=J,
where I is the identity matrix, and J is the matrix with all entries equal
to 1, then W is a coherent algebra of order n and rank r, denoted by
OA1, ..., ArP. In addition to the usual matrix operations, W is closed with
respect to the Schur-Hadamard product (component-wise multiplication).
Every centralizer algebra is a coherent algebra (with basis matrices corre-
sponding to 2-orbits), but the converse is not generally true.
A coherent algebra is homogeneous (or a Bose-Mesner algebra of an
association scheme) if I is one of its basis matrices. For instance, a cen-
tralizer algebra V(G, W) is homogeneous if and only if (G, W) is transitive.
With each n×n matrix A=(aij) we associate a directed graph
C(A)=(N, S(A)), where N={1, ..., n} and S(A)={(i, j) | aij ] 0} is the
support of A. In a coherent algebra, each basis matrix A is the adjacency
matrix of C(A). A coherent algebra W is primitive if C(A) is strongly con-
nected for each basis matrix A ] I; equivalently, W does not contain the
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matrix of any nontrivial equivalence relation (see [18, p. 56]). Every prim-
itive coherent algebra is homogeneous, and a centralizer algebra V(G, W) is
primitive if and only if (G, W) is primitive.
The Schur-Wielandt Principle for coherent algebras states that if W is a
coherent algebra and A ¥W, then the adjacency matrix Aˆ of C(A) is also in
W. (This is stated in [14] and [19, Proposition 22.2] for S-rings.) To see
this, let W=OA1, A2, ..., ArP, so A=; ri=1 liAi where l1, ..., lr ¥K; then
conditions W1–W4 give Aˆ=; li ] 0Ai, which is in W. It follows that a
coherent algebra W is primitive if and only if for each A ¥W, either A is a
scalar matrix lI or C(A) is strongly connected.
Exponentiation. Let (G, N) and (H, M) be permutation groups where
N={1, 2, ..., n} and M={1, ..., m}. The exponentiation H ‘ G={(g, h) |
g ¥ G, h ¥HN} of (H, M) by (G, N) acts on W=MN, the image of each




This permutation group (H ‘ G, W) is called the product action of the
wreath product of H by G.
Let (H, M) have rank r, with 2-orbits S1, ..., Sr, and let L={1, ..., r}.
The type t(a, b) of (a, b) ¥ W2 is the n-tuple (t1, ..., tn) ¥ LN, where
(a(i), b(i)) ¥ Sti for each i ¥N. Permutations g ¥ Sym(N) act naturally on
LN by permuting coordinates: (t1, ..., tn)g=(t1g, ..., tng). It is easy to prove
the following:
Proposition 1. (a, b) and (aŒ, bŒ) belong to the same 2-orbit of
(H ‘ G, W) if and only if t(aŒ, bŒ)=tg(a, b) for some g ¥ (G, N).
More generally, if W=OB1, ..., BrP is a coherent algebra of order m and
rank r, and C(Bi)=(M, Si) for i=1, ..., r, we define the type t(a, b) of a
pair a, b in W=MN to be (t1, ..., tn) ¥ LN, where L={1, ..., r} and
(a(i), b(i)) ¥ Sti for each i ¥N.
If O={O1, ..., Ok} is the set of orbits of a permutation group (G, N) in
its induced action on LN, then for each Oj ¥ O we define a relation Rj on W
by (a, b) ¥ Rj if and only if t(a, b) ¥ Oj.
Let Aj=A(Cj) be the adjacency matrix of the graph Cj=(W, Rj), and let
W ‘ G=OAj | Oj ¥ OP be the vector space generated by the matrices Aj,
where Oj ¥ O. Then W ‘ G is a coherent algebra of order mn, called the
exponentiation of W with the permutation group (G, N). This construction
was suggested in [4], which also contains a simple and elegant proof that
W ‘ G is a coherent algebra. However, our arguments are independent of
this proof, since ifW=V(H, M) for some permutation group (H, M) then
the above Proposition immediately implies thatW ‘ G=V(H ‘ G, W).
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Nonnegative matrices. Frobenius [6] defined an n×n matrix A, with real
entries aij \ 0, to be irreducible if the set N={1, ..., n} cannot be parti-
tioned into non-empty subsets NŒ and Nœ so that aij=0 for all
i ¥NŒ, j ¥Nœ. It is easily seen that this is equivalent to C(A) being strongly
connected [1, Theorem 3.2.1]. Frobenius proved the following generaliza-
tion of earlier results by Perron:
Theorem 1. Each irreducible square matrix A with non-negative real
entries has a simple positive eigenvalue r such that |l| [ r for every eigen-
value l of A.
Frobenius defined A to be primitive if |l| < r for all eigenvalues l ] r,
and proved that this is equivalent to all entries of some power Am, m \ 1,
being strictly positive, written Am > 0.
If A is irreducible then C(A), being strongly connected, contains directed
cycles. The greatest common divisor of their lengths is the combinatorial
index of imprimitivity kA of A, and A is combinatorially primitive if kA=1.
It can be shown that A is primitive if and only if it is combinatorially
primitive [1, Theorem 3.4.4].
See [17] for full details on matrix primitivity, and [13] for historical
background. Also, see [5, 10] for coherent algebras, and [3] for permuta-
tion groups.
3. PRIMITIVITY OF COHERENT ALGEBRAS
A coherent algebra W is F-primitive if each non-identity basis element is
a primitive matrix.
Example 1. Let W=V(Zp, Zp), the centralizer algebra of the regular
representation of the additive group Zp, where p is prime. This primitive
group is generated by the p-cycle a: aW a+1 (a ¥ Zp), and the basis
elements of W are the powers A i (i=1, ..., p−1) of the corresponding
permutation matrix A with entries
Aab=˛1 if b=a+1 in Zp,
0 otherwise.
In this case, each power of A is a permutation matrix, so W is not F-primi-
tive.
Example 2. The situation is quite different if we extend the cyclic
group Zp to a dihedral group Dp acting on Zp, where p is an odd prime.
This group is generated by a: aW a+1 and b: aW −a, satisfying
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ap=b2=(ab)2=1. The non-identity basis elements of W=V(Dp, Zp) are
the matrices Bi=A i+A−i (i=1, ..., (p−1)/2), and in each case C(Bi) is
an undirected cycle of length p (representing two mutually inverse directed
cycles of length p). There is a path of length p−1 between each pair of
vertices of C(Bi), so B
p−1
i > 0 and henceW is F-primitive.
In both of these examples, the permutation group is primitive, and hence
so is its centralizer algebra. The following result shows that Example 1 is
the only case in which this does not correspond to F-primitivity.
Theorem 2. A coherent algebraW is F-primitive if and only if
(i) W is primitive, and
(ii) W is not isomorphic to V(Zp, Zp) for any prime p.
Proof. (R ) Suppose that W is primitive and W^5 V(Zp, Zp) for any
prime p. Let A be any non-identity basis element of W, and let C=C(A),
with vertex-set N. Since W is primitive, C is strongly connected. Assume
for a contradiction that k :=kA > 1. Let us write aQ
l
b if there is a
directed path of length l in C from the vertex a to the vertex b. Choose a
fixed vertex a of C, and define D={d ¥N | a|Qmk d for some integer
m \ 1}.
Since C is strongly connected there is some l \ 1 such that aQl a; now k
divides l by the definition of k, so a ¥ D and hence D ]”. By strong con-
nectivity there is an arc (b, a) in C; if b ¥ D then a|Qmk b for some m, so
a|Q
mk+1
a, contradicting the definition of k and the assumption that k > 1;
thus b ¨ D, so D ]N.
There are no vertices d ¥ D and c ¥N0D such that d|Qk c, for if a|Qmk d
and d|Qk c then a||Q(m+1) k c, giving c ¥ D. Thus the directed graph C(Ak) is
not strongly connected, since it has no arcs from D to N0D. Since W is
primitive and Ak ¥W, it follows from the primitivity criterion in §2 that Ak is
a scalar matrix. Hence every directed path a0, ..., ak of length k in C must be
a cycle, with a0=ak (the vertices a0, ..., ak−1 are distinct since C contains no
cycles of length less than k). It follows that the only arc in C with initial
vertex ai is (ai, ai+1) (taking subscripts mod k). Since C is strongly connected
we deduce that N={a0, ..., ak−1} and C is a directed cycle of length k, so A
is the matrix of a cyclic permutation ai W ai+1 of order k.
Now k is a prime number p, for if k=st where s, t > 1 then C(A s) is not
strongly connected (consisting of s disjoint directed cycles of length t), and
A s is not a scalar matrix, contradicting the primitivity of W. Thus A
generates a coherent subalgebra V 5 V(Zp, Zp) of W with basis
I, A, A2, ..., AP−1, and C(A i) is a directed cycle of length p for each A i ] I.
Now V [W, so each such A i=;nij=1 Aij for certain basis elements
Aij (j=1, ..., ni) of W, and hence C(A i) is the edge-disjoint union of the
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corresponding directed graphs C(Aij). By the primitivity of W, each such
C(Aij) is strongly connected. Since no proper subgraph of a directed cycle
is strongly connected, ni=1 and so A i=Ai1, a basis element of W.
Similarly, I is a basis element by the primitivity of W. Since ;p−1i=0 A i=J,
condition W4 implies that W can have no other basis elements, so
W=V 5 V(Zp, Zp), contradicting (ii). Thus k=1, soW is F-primitive.
(S ) If W is F-primitive then each non-identity basis matrix is pri-
mitive, so the associated graph is strongly connected, and hence W is
primitive. Example 1 shows that W^5 (Zp, Zp).
Corollary 1. If (G, W) is a permutation group, the following are
equivalent:
(i) (G, W) is primitive and non-cyclic;
(ii) the centralizer algebra V(G, W) is F-primitive;
(iii) for each non-trivial 2-orbit of G, for all sufficiently large l we have
aQ
l
b for all vertices a, b in the corresponding graph.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is simply the application of
Theorem 2 to the case where W=V(G, W). The equivalence of (ii) and (iii)
follows from the fact that a basis element A satisfies Am > 0 if and only if
A l > 0 for all l \ m.
4. PRIMITIVITY OF EXPONENTIATIONS
Theorem 3. Let W be a coherent algebra, and let (G, N) be a permuta-
tion group of degree n \ 2. Then the exponentiation W ‘ G is primitive if and
only ifW is F-primitive and G is transitive.
Proof. (R ) It suffices to show that, for each basis element A ] I of
W ‘ G, the graph C=C(A) is strongly connected. If W has basis elements
B1 (=I), B2, ..., Br, then (as in §2) A corresponds to an orbit of G on types
t=(t1, ..., tn) where ti ¥ L={1, ..., r} for all i: two elements a: iW ai and
b: iW bi of W=MN correspond to an entry aab=1 in A if and only if, for
some t in this G-orbit, we have (Bti )aibi=1 for i=1, ..., n (otherwise,
aab=0). In particular, the basis element I of W ‘ G corresponds to
t=(1, ..., 1), so any basis element A ] I corresponds to a G-orbit with
some ti ] 1.
We need to show that, for all a, b ¥ W, we have aQl b in C for some l. If
d(a, b)=|{i | ai ] bi}| denotes the Hamming distance on W=MN, then by
concatenating directed paths it is sufficient to consider the case d(a, b)=1.
Suppose that aj ] bj for some j, and ai=bi for all i ] j. Since G is transi-
tive, and some ti ] 1, we may choose t from its G-orbit so that tj ] 1. Now
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W is F-primitive, so Corollary 1 implies that for each ti ] 1 there is some
mi such that in the graph Cti corresponding to Bti we have ai Q
l
bi for all
l \ mi. If any ti=1 then Cti is the trivial graph; we have i ] j by our choice
of j, so ai=bi, and ai Q
l
bi for all l \ 0. It follows that by taking
l \ m=maxti ] 1mi we have aQ
l
b in C, as required.
(S ) We will show that if W is imprimitive, or if W=V(Zp, Zp), or if
G is intransitive, then W ‘ G contains the matrix E of a non-trivial equiva-
lence relation — on W.
In the first case, W contains the matrix of a non-trivial equivalence rela-
tion ’ on M, and we can define — on W by a — b if and only if ai ’ bi
for all i ¥N. In the second case, we can define — by a — b if and only if
ai−bi=aj−bj for all i, j ¥N; this relation is invariant under Zp ‘ G, so its
matrix E lies in V(Zp ‘ G, Z
N
p )=V(Zp, Zp) ‘ G. Finally, if there is a
G-invariant set I with” … I …N, we can define a — b if and only if ai=bi
for all i ¥ I.
Corollary 2 [11]. For n=|N| \ 2, the exponentiation (H ‘ G, MN) of
permutation groups (G, N) and (H, M) is primitive if and only if (H, M) is a
primitive non-cyclic group and (G, N) is transitive.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2 and 3.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The exponentiation of permutation groups is often used in enumerative
combinatorics (see [5, 7, 8] for instance). The criterion for its primitivity
was proved in [11]; subsequently, it was stated without proof in [2], and
its sufficiency was proved in [15]. A detailed proof, also valid for groups
of infinite degree, is given in Lemma 2.7A of [3], where the result is
referred to as ‘folk-lore’ (p. 64).
Schur proved that a set of positive integers, which is closed under addi-
tion, contains all but finitely many multiples of its greatest common
divisor. We implicitly use this in §2, in the assertion that a matrix is primi-
tive if and only if it is combinatorially primitive: this is a necessary ingre-
dient in the proof of Lemma 3.4.3 and Theorem 3.4.4 of [1]. (This result
was rediscovered by Y.M. as a student in [12], stimulating G.A.J. and
M.K. to prove Theorem 2 and study the connections between the algebraic
and combinatorial concepts of primitivity.)
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